Minor in Mass Communications and Media Studies
Spring 2014 Preliminary Course List
(Additional ExCollege courses will be added in December. ExCollege registration will begin on January 15.)

Required Courses
Sociology 40. Media and Society
EXP 194CS. CMS Senior Project

Elective Courses

*Humanities and the Arts:*
Amer 0194-04. American Sixties in Arts and Culture
Arabic 92-02. Special Topics: Palestinian Cinema and Literature
Arabic 157/ILVS 92-07. War and Cultural Memory in Middle Eastern Literatures and Cinemas
Dance 92-03. Special Topics: Dance on Camera
Drama 46. International Women Film Directors
Drama 50/ILVS 50. Introduction to Film Studies
English 07-01, 07-02. Creative Writing: Journalism
English 11. Intermediate Journalism
English 186-01. How Film Thinks
English 192-01. English Seminar: Laughter on the Left
EXP 001S. American Superheroes: Power, Politics, and Morality
EXP 25S. The Mind’s Eye: Neuroscience in the Movies
EXP 52S. On the Record: Communicating for the Government
EXP 57CS. Inside Women’s Magazines: From Ladies Home Journal to Bitch and Beyond
EXP 53S/Philosophy 92-04. Experimental Film: Aesthetics and Production
EXP 59S. Food in Film and Performance
FAH 07B. Histories of Film/Two: 1955-Present
FAH 84/184. Latin American Cinema
FAH 185B. The Films of Alfred Hitchcock
FAH 250-02/FAH 198-02/ILVS 92-31. The Moving Image
Italian 75. Italian Film (in English)
Japanese 61. Introduction to Japanese Culture (in English)
Music 35. Music on Film/Film on Music
Music 193-01. Cultural Politics of 1960s Spies in Music and Media
Philosophy 292-04. Research Seminar: Philosophy of Experimental Film
Russian 75/ILVS 83/PJS 75. War Stories
Russian 85/ILVS 86. Film and Nation: Russia and Central Asia
Russian 92-01. Special Topics: Dostoevsky Goes to Hollywood
Russian 192. Special Topics: Contemporary Russian Media

(Continued on next page)
**Social Sciences:**

**Anthropology 144.** Popular Cultures of the Middle East  
**Anthropology 163.** Latinos in the Cinematic Imagination  
**Child Development 145/Education 182.** Technological Tools for Learning  
**Child Development 167.** Children and Mass Media  
**ELS 105-01, 105-02.** Entrepreneurial Marketing  
**ENV196-01.** Environment, Communication, and Cultures  
**EXP 23S.** Kids and Computers: Exploring Educational Technology, Apps, and Games  
**EXP 50CS.** Social Media: Participatory Culture and Content Creation in Society  
**EXP 60S.** Haiti, the US, and the Politics of Disaster  
**EXP 75S.** The Internet, Social Media, and the Law  
**PS 0104.** Seminar on New Media, New Politics

**Media Practice:**

**Drama 21.** Computer-Assisted Design  
**Drama 178.** Screenwriting II  
**EXP 14S.** 2D Character Animation  
**EXP 51S.** Advanced Narrative and Documentary Practice (consult instructor)  
**EXP 55CS.** Multiplatform Journalism for the 21st Century  
**EXP 56CS.** Making Movies  
**EXP 58CS.** Social Marketing  
**EXP 99CS.** CMS Internship (By consent only. Contact leslie.goldberg@tufts.edu)  
**EXP 101CS.** Advanced Filmmaking (By consent only. Contact Howard.Wooff@tufts.edu)  
**EXP 102CS.** Advanced Electronic and Digital Media (By consent only. Contact Howard.Wooff@tufts.edu, x73384)  
**Music 64.** Computer Tools for Musicians  
**Studio Art.** Selected Courses (requires approval by CMS Director)